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Abstract:
Expert race drivers employ specialised driving techniques to control a vehicle at the limits of tyre adhesion. Such techniques involve operation of the vehicle outside the stable envelope enforced by current active chassis control systems, such as the Antilock Brake System and Electronic Stability Control. In this seminar we present recent results in modelling and control of vehicle dynamics near the limits of handling towards understanding specialised race driving techniques and developing vehicle handling controllers with an extended operating envelope. Nonlinear programming optimisation is used to reproduce specialised race driving techniques and establish their optimality. Realistic characterisation of the nonlinear vehicle dynamics is used to develop optimal closed loop controllers to achieve stability in extreme operating regimes, mimicking the behaviour of expert human drivers. Exploiting the enhanced control authority available in modern vehicles, in particular through torque vectoring, we extend the application of the previous closed loop controllers towards the development of an active limit handling system. The proposed system aims to mitigate terminal understeer during over-speeding through a curve and allow the average driver exploit the full acceleration capacity of the vehicle.
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